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ABSTRACT
The natural modes defined in the singularity expansion method (SEM) are used as
basis functions for the frequency- and time-domain current responses of arbitrary perfect
electrically conducting (PEC) surfaces in this work. First, a method of determining the
natural frequencies and corresponding modes which employs the electric field integral
equation is presented. These quantities are then calculated for several geometries and the
currents induced due to an incident plane wave in the frequency and time domains are
approximated by a weighted sum of the natural modes. Additionally, the modal weights
prescribed by SEM are compared to a set of weights obtained through a least-squares
(LS) fit. Lastly, the ability of natural modes to represent the currents due to a delta-gap
antenna feed is considered.
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The currents and fields induced on a perfect electrically conducting (PEC) object
by an electromagnetic field excitation may be represented as a weighted sum of natural
current (and field) modes by means of the singularity expansion method (SEM) [1][2].
These modes are called “natural modes” and correspond to the currents (and fields) that
occur at an object’s complex resonant frequencies. These complex frequencies are called
“natural frequencies”.
Since antenna design requires knowledge of the resonant behavior of PEC objects,
it is worthwhile to investigate the applicability of natural modes to the determination of
antenna parameters such as input impedance, gain, and radiation patterns. An example
design scenario is the optimization of the location of a probe on a vehicle so that the
entire body radiates acceptably. This goal of this thesis is to address the first step in
applying natural modes to antenna design by demonstrating the ability of natural modes
to adequately represent the current on PEC structures and noting any limitations and
areas for improvement encountered in the process.
The development of the SEM current expansion using the natural modes
determined from the electric field integral equation (EFIE) is given in Chapter 2. The
natural modes of an object are homogenous solutions (for the electric surface current) of
2the EFIE enforced over the extent of the object, and they occur at the natural frequencies
of the object. The EFIE is first derived from boundary conditions and vector and scalar
potentials. The solution of the EFIE is then represented as the sum, given by Baum [2],
involving a series of weighted natural-mode currents and an entire function. Next, the
expressions for the natural-mode current weights (which are also called SEM coupling
coefficients) are presented using a Mittag-Leffler expansion [3]. A link between an
eigenvalue decomposition called Eigenmode Expansion Method [4] and the natural-mode
expansion is then discussed. To calculate the coefficients of the natural-mode expansion,
a method of obtaining the natural modes is presented using a numerical modeling code[5]
modified to operate at complex frequencies. Expressions for the frequency- and time-
domain currents are given for the cases of incident plane-wave and delta-gap source
excitations.
The numerical evaluations of the expressions developed in Chapter 2 are
presented in Chapter 3. The numerical code utilized is able to model combinations of thin
wires, surfaces, and connections of surfaces and wires. First, the natural modes for
various simple geometries are calculated and compared to results from the literature when
possible. Then, the expansion of the current in terms of natural modes due to a plane
wave in the frequency and time domains is compared against the direct MoM solution.
Next, a comparison results obtained using an alternative type of modal weight with those
from SEM weights developed in Chapter 2 is presented. Finally, the natural mode current
expansion resulting from a delta-gap source is compared against the direct MoM solution.
3
4CHAPTER 2
THEORY OF NATURAL MODES
2.1 The Electric Field Integral Equation and Natural Modes
A common method of solving for electromagnetic fields and currents is to
numerically solve the electric field integral equation (EFIE). Since the EFIE contains an
integral operator, it has natural mode solutions. The EFIE is formulated by enforcing the
continuity of tangential electric field and making use of the equivalence principle [6] to
replace objects with equivalent currents radiating in an infinite, homogenous space that
has material parameters  ,  . This work only considers perfect electric conductors
(PECs) embedded in a homogenous medium, though the presented method is applicable
to other problems. Thus, given a PEC surface of finite extent (either a closed or open
surface), the conductor may be replaced by the same medium as that surrounding the
object in addition to one or more surface currents located on the mathematical surface
defined by the original PEC object.
The boundary condition on a PEC requires that the total tangential electric field is
zero on the surface of the PEC. The total field consists of the incident field and the field
scattered from any obstacles (a PEC object, in the present case). Therefore, the boundary
condition may be written as
5   tan tan; ; 0,
i ss s A  E r E r r , (2.1)
where A is the surface on which the boundary condition holds, tan
iE and  tan ;
s sE r are the
incident and scattered fields tangential to A, respectively, r is the position vector at which
the fields are evaluated, and s is complex frequency.
The scattered electric field is defined by
     ; ; ;s s s s s  E r A r r , (2.2)
where A is the magnetic vector potential and Φ is the electric scalar potential, 
respectively, and are given by
   
/
; ;
4
s c
A
es s dA

 
 

r r
A r J r
r r
(2.3)
and
   
/1; ;
4
s c
A
es q s dA
 
 
  

r r
r r
r r
. (2.4)
In the above equations,  ; sJ r is the electric current density,  ;q sr is the charge
distribution, and c is the speed of light in the material whose permeability is μ and
permittivity is ε. The continuity equation,
   ; ; 0A s sq s  J r r , (2.5)
may be utilized to express Φ in terms of J. Therefore, the statement of the boundary
condition in (2.1) may be rewritten using (2.2)-(2.5) to obtain the integral equation
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The integral equation in (2.6) may also be written in operator form by defining
 L J as
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resulting in the EFIE being expressed as
   tan; , ; ,
iL s s s A     J r E r r . (2.8)
The solution of (2.8) for J in terms of natural mode currents is obtained via SEM [1]. The
resulting current expansion is given by [2]
     
 
 ; ; .pp e
p p
s s s s
s s
  


M r
J r J r (2.9)
In the above,  s is the s-domain signal variation of the excitation  tan ;
i sE r ,  pM r
is the pth natural (current) mode of the object,  p s is the p
th “coupling coefficient” that
determines the weight of  pM r , ps is the natural frequency associated with is the p
th
natural mode, and  ;e sJ r is an entire function that ensures convergence of the
expansion. The natural frequencies and modes cannot be determined analytically except
7for canonical geometries and will not be further considered until the numerical technique
utilized in this work is introduced. The coupling coefficients,  p s , and the entire
function, ( ; )e sJ r , are investigated in the following sections.
2.1.1 The Expression for the Coupling Coefficients
The evaluation of the expression for the coupling coefficients in (2.9) is
performed differently depending on how the behavior of the incident wave front is
captured mathematically as it illuminates a PEC surface [7]. The form utilized in this
work is known as the class 2 coupling coefficients [2] and is given by
 
( ) ( ; )
( ) , ,
( ) ,
p
p
A
p
p p
s sA
s dA
s A
L s dA
s



 

  


C r τ r
r
C r M r


(2.10)
where  pC r is the p
th “coupling mode” and  ; sτ r is the s-domain response to a time-
domain impulse excitation (i.e. incident plane-wave or delta-gap source).
The integrations in (2.10) can be more succinctly denoted using symmetric
product notation, ;  , where
;
A
dA A B A B . (2.11)
The denominator integration can be collected into a constant, p , defined as
8   
1
; ,
p
p p
s
p
s
L s
s




 
 
  
 


M rC r . (2.12)
In light of the definition of p , the expression for the coupling coefficients becomes
     ; ; .p p ps s
  C r τ r (2.13)
The coupling and natural modes cannot be determined without resorting to numerical
methods which will be outlined in section 2.3.
2.1.2 Consideration of the Entire Function  ;e sJ r
The expression in (2.9) is a Mittag-Leffler expansion and therefore requires an
entire function for convergence of the series [3]. In addition to a general entire function, a
Mittag-Leffler expansion includes convergence polynomials (which are also entire
functions). One possible way of representing the expansion is by subsuming the
convergence polynomials into the undefined entire function as in (2.9). Pearson,
however, suggests that keeping the convergence polynomials explicit is the better choice
for convergence of the series [8]. The order of these polynomials is not known but is
often assumed to be zero based upon estimated asymptotic results of the inverse
impedance operator [8][9]. The present analysis makes the assumption of zero-order
polynomials and suppresses any additional entire function contributions, since the
convergence polynomials are defined based upon estimated large s behavior. Therefore,
9(2.9) is modified to include the convergence polynomials and omit the other entire
function contribution. This updated expression for the current is
       
1 1; .p p
p p p
s s s
s s s

 
     
J r M r (2.14)
By definition, the entire function has no singularities in the finite s-plane and
therefore only contributes to early time. This and the fact that the rationale behind
assuming order zero convergence polynomials is based solely on estimated asymptotic
behavior of the current suggest that the SEM method of determining the weights for the
natural modes may face difficulties in representing high frequency/early time current
responses. It may be worthwhile, therefore, to investigate a set of weights on the natural
modes other than those prescribed by SEM to represent currents or other quantities. One
such alternative solution is the least-squares type solution in which the weights on the
natural modes are optimized so that the difference between the modal sum and the actual
solution is minimized. If the modal coefficients are sufficiently smooth as a function of
frequency, then they may be interpolated so that a broadband solution may be obtained.
The results of this type of solution are presented in the following chapter.
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2.2 Natural Modes and the Eigenmode Expansion Method
In addition to natural modes there are other methods of modal decomposition. The
eigenmode expansion method [4] is one such modal technique in which each eigenmode,
 ; sJ r , is a current that satisfies
   ; ;( )E sL ss      Jr rJ , (2.15)
where ( )s is the complex eigenvalue associated with each J and LE is an operator
that relates the scattered electric field to the electric surface current,  ;s sE r , by
   ; ;sEL s s   J r E r . (2.16)
The current in (2.16) can be expanded as a sum of weighted eigenmodes,
   ; ;s a s 

 J r J r , (2.17)
where a is a modal weight to be determined. Equations (2.15) through (2.17) may be
used to obtain
         ; ; ; ;s E Es L s L a s a s s    
 

 
       
 
 E r J r J r J r . (2.18)
To determine the modal weights, the dot product of  ; sJ r and both sides of the above
are integrated over the surface A. That is,
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         ; ; ; ; ; ; , 1, 2,s s s a s s s    

  E r J r J r J r  , (2.19)
In general, the coefficients a are determined by the system of equations in (2.19). If EL
is symmetric, however, then the eigenmodes form an orthogonal basis and the current
solution may be written as
   
 
   
   
 1
; ; ;1; ; ; ,
; ; ;
s
s
E
s s
s L s s
s s s


  

     
J r E r
J r E r J r
J r J r
(2.20)
where 1EL
 is the inverse of EL .
A connection between natural modes and natural frequencies can be readily made
to the eigenmode expansion method. If LE is an integral operator of the same form as the
left-hand side of (2.7), there are natural modes which are homogeneous solutions of LE.
The eigenvalues are functions of complex frequency and the natural frequencies are
values of s such that   0ps  . Zero-valued eigenvalues obviously cause 1EL in the
above expression to be singular. Further, at a given natural frequency the eigenmodes
associated with a zero-valued eigenvalue are the natural modes associated with the
natural frequency.
2.3 Method of Moments for Natural Modes
The expansion of the current in terms of natural modes according to (2.14)
requires determination of the natural frequencies, natural current modes, and coupling
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coefficients. Expressions for the parameters in question are developed here in the context
of a method of moments (MoM) numerical solution procedure. The numerical tool
utilized in this work to evaluate these expressions, as well as the direct MoM solutions
discussed later, is a modified version of the JUNCTION code [5] which employs MoM to
approximate the solution to the EFIE numerically.
The MoM formulation utilized by JUNCTION is able to approximate the currents
and on arbitrary surfaces, wires, and connections of surfaces and wires. The basis
function employed for arbitrary surfaces is the one developed by Rao, Wilton, and
Glisson (RWG) [10]. A linear expansion function is used to represent the currents on
(thin) wires. The connection of a wire to an arbitrary surface is modeled by the “junction”
basis function developed in [11][12]. Surfaces and wires are modeled as triangular
patches and connected line segments, respectively. The current expansion functions for
arbitrary surfaces (called bodies) and wires are given by
 
,
,,
0, otherwise
n
n
n n
n
S
h
S
h


 











 




ρ r
ρf r r (2.21)
where γ is either B for sub-domains on bodies or W for sub-domains on wires. The
surfaces denoted BnS
 and BnS
 in (2.21) are two triangle patches sharing a common edge
while WnS
 and WnS
 are two connected wire segments. Each surface type and all relevant
quantities are defined in Figure 2.1. Junctions of wires and bodies occur at triangle
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vertices and the junction expansion function captures current flow from one or more
triangle patches to a wire. The junction expansion function is defined by
 
 
 
2
1 ,
ˆ
,
0, otherwise
J
B Jnl
nl nl nlJ
nl
J
W Jn
n n
hK S
S


 

   
    
    
  




f r r
ρ h
f r f r r

. (2.22)
In (2.22), Bnlf and
W
nf are the basis functions for the edge of the l
th triangle patch opposite
the junction and the wire segment attached to the body, respectively. The subscript nl
denotes the lth triangle patch attached to the nth wire junction. The unit vector, ˆ Jnl
h , is
normal to the edge opposite the junction in the lth triangle and Knl is a normalization
coefficient that ensures unity flux across the junction.
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Figure 2.1: The basis sub-domains for (a) wires (top left), (b) bodies (bottom left), and (c) junctions (right) and
relevant quantities
The current on a PEC object may be approximated in terms of the current
expansion functions of (2.21) and (2.22) by the sum
     
1
; .
N
n n
n
s I s

J r f r (2.23)
The MoM formulation utilized by JUNCTION uses blade testing functions. Blade testing
functions are denoted tm and are defined as two pulses, one from the centroid of mS   to
the mid-point of the mth edge and then the other to the centroid of mS
  , where γ is B, W,
or J. The operator equation in (2.8) may be converted to a matrix equation if it is tested
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with the above testing functions and the current is approximated as in (2.23). This matrix
equation is given by
    ,Z I V (2.24)
where the rows of [I] are coefficients In as in (2.23) and are the unknowns for which to
solve, [Z] is the impedance matrix given by
     
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r r
r r
t r f r
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r r
r
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r
r 


(2.25)
and each row of [V] is
     ; .im m
A
V s s dA E r t r (2.26)
The JUNCTION simulation program was developed based upon the integral
equation in (2.6) with s restricted to purely imaginary values (that is, s j ). To
determine the complex natural frequencies, modifications were necessary so that
JUNCTION could support values of s with non-zero real part (i.e. s j   with 0 
) and whose solution would correspond to the integral equation given in (2.6). These
modifications consisted of replacing every instance of ω and k in the program with –js
and /js c , respectively. One step taken to test the validity of these modifications was
to compare the impedance matrices of the original and modified versions of JUNCTION
for purely imaginary values of s for various geometries and ensuring the differences were
close to machine precision. Also, the original program was written using single precision
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numbers while the modified version utilizes double precision. Further validation is
demonstrated in the next chapter through comparison of the natural frequencies obtained
from the modified JUNCTION program and previously published results.
The natural modes are approximated in MoM as column vectors, pnM   , which
satisfy
 mn p pnZ s M       0 (2.27)
at the natural frequencies, sp. Similarly, the coupling modes are approximated by row
vectors, pmC   , which satisfy
 pm mn pC Z s       0 . (2.28)
Determination of the natural frequencies and coupling and natural modes is then reduced
to determining the frequencies and vectors which satisfy (2.27) and (2.28).
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2.3.1 Determination of the Natural Frequencies and Current Modes
The natural frequencies are those which correspond to singularities in the inverse
impedance operator. With the impedance operator approximated as a matrix by way of
MoM, the inverse impedance operator is now represented by  
1Z  . Therefore, the natural
frequencies are those values of s that result in the impedance matrix being non-invertible
or singular.
A matrix is singular when its determinant is zero. Therefore, to determine the
natural frequencies, it is enough to minimize the magnitude of the determinant as a
function of frequency. In terms of the singular value decomposition (SVD) [13],
minimizing the determinate is the same as maximizing the condition number,  . This
method is used in this work because of its robustness in numerical computations
involving near-singular matrices [13], something necessary for finding the natural modes
and natural frequencies. A Quasi-Newton method [14] is used to minimize 1/ ( )s which
allows one to find the natural frequencies and mode vectors. The unitary matrices
resulting from application of SVD contain the coupling and natural mode vectors.
The eigenvalue decomposition of a matrix enables an alternative approach to
finding the natural frequencies. A singular matrix has one or more zero-valued
eigenvalues. Various schemes of finding the zeros of complex-valued functions exist.
Quasi-Newton methods may be employed just as using SVD. A second scheme is to
utilize contour integration methods by evaluating the argument number [15] for each
eigenvalue, and determine the location of any zeros. Once the natural frequency is
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obtained, the (right) eigenvector corresponding to the zero-valued eigenvalue is the
natural-mode vector and the left eigenvector is the coupling-mode vector (the terms
“right” and “left” eigenvectors mean vectors x and y such that A x x and A y y ,
respectively).
2.3.2 Determination of the Coupling Coefficient p
To evaluate each coupling coefficient, numerical approximations for the
symmetric product in (2.13) and in the normalization factor p must be determined. In
the expression for p of (2.12), the coupling modes resemble how a MoM testing
function is used in that the dot product of   ,pL s  M r and  pC r is integrated over
the region A in the same way an integral equation multiplied by a testing function is
integrated. It is appropriate, therefore, to expand the coupling modes in terms of the
MoM testing functions,  mt r . That is, let each coupling mode be approximated by
   
1
.
N
p pm m
m
C

C r t r (2.29)
Therefore the symmetric product in (2.13) can now be written
           
1 1
; ; ; ; ; ; .
N N
p pm m pm m
m m
s C s C s  
 
  C r τ r t r τ r t r τ r (2.30)
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The evaluation of the above symmetric product needs to be performed for each type of
excitation considered, which in this work is either an incident plane-wave or a delta-gap
antenna feed.
The time-domain impulse response for an incident plane wave is given by
  0
ˆ
; ,t t
c
 
 
   
 
k r
τ r E

(2.31)
where kˆ is a unit vector in the direction of propagation of the plane wave, 0E is the
magnitude and direction of the electric field (and is normal to ). The corresponding s-
domain excitation is
  0
ˆ; .s cs e   k rτ r E  (2.32)
The symmetric product on the right-hand-side of (2.30) is evaluated in JUNCTION by
approximating the incident field as piece-wise constant over the testing function sub-
domains. The value of the incident field is taken to be the field evaluated at the centroids
of the sub-domains. Therefore, the symmetric product can be evaluated as
      , ,0 0 0
ˆ ˆˆ; ; ,m c m cm m m m
A
s c s cs cs e dA e e
 
      
k r k rk rt r τ r t r E E l E l
    (2.33)
where ,m c
r is the position vector to the centroid of mS
  (γ is B, W, or J), and
 , ,m m m m c    l r r . (2.34)
kˆ
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The second subscript in ,m c
r and ,m mr stand for the centroid and midpoint, respectively, of
mth sub-domain. On body sub-domains, ,m mr is the midpoint of the common edge of the
two triangles, on wire sub-domains, ,m mr is the common node the two wire segments
share, and on junction sub-domains, ,m mr is the triangle vertex which connects the surface
to the wire. Therefore, the coupling coefficient due to an incident plane wave is given by
   , ,, 0 0
1
ˆ ˆ
.m c m c
N
p p m p m m
m
s c s cs C e e 
 
 

 
  
k r k rE l E l   (2.35)
The delta-gap source is defined on wire and junction sub-domains as being zero
everywhere except at a small gap and as having a specific voltage across the gap.
Therefore the excitation, τδ, is the Kronecker delta function multiplied by a constant. The
constant is defined as the voltage across the gap divided by the length of the gap. That is,
 
ˆ ,
; ,
0, otherwise
g gSs

 
   
 

l r
τ r (2.36)
where g is the index of the sub-domain containing the gap. The constant   is defined as
,
2 g
V
l
 

  (2.37)
where gl
 is the length of the vector g
l . The negative sign in the definition of   is
necessary because voltage is defined as the integral against the electric field. Therefore,
the symmetric product in (2.30) becomes
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 
 
 
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, (2.38)
and the coupling coefficient for a delta-gap source of V volts is given by
  .p p pgs C V   (2.39)
The normalization factor, p , as defined in (2.12) involves a symmetric product
of the coupling modes and the integral operator L applied to the natural modes. The
integrations are performed in the evaluation of each element of  mnZ s   and therefore
p is approximated by
 
1
.
p
p pm mn pns s
C Z s M
s



 
           
(2.40)
The matrix coupling mode in the above expression, denoted by pmC   , is a row vector
whose elements are the weights that correspond to the expansion of the coupling mode,
 pC r . The coupling and natural modes are not functions of s and thus the
differentiation may be pulled out in front of the matrix-vector products yielding
 
1
.
p
p pm mn pn s s
C Z s M
s



 
           
(2.41)
The differentiation in s above is performed numerically by making use of the
approximation
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 
   
2
f s f s
f s
s
   

 
(2.42)
for small |Δ|. The scheme utilized in this work is to set Δ = ϵs0, where s0 is the natural
frequency with smallest absolute value and ϵ << 1.
With the coupling coefficients being determined numerically, the s-domain
current given in (2.14) may now be evaluated for a given object and excitation.
2.4 Time-Domain Expression of Current Expansion
The time-domain expansion of the current is determined by taking the inverse
Laplace transform of (2.14). The inverse Laplace transform may be performed by closing
the Bromwich contour at infinity [16] and the only contributions to the current come from
singularities present inside the contour. The singularities in the expression for current
come from the  
1
ps s

 terms that are located in the left-half s-plane (since the real parts
of the natural frequencies are negative). Therefore, the current is either zero if the contour
is closed in the right-half plane or the sum of residue terms if the contour is closed in the
left-half plane. Physically, closing the contour in the right-half plane is only allowable if
the incident wavefront has not yet begun to impinge upon the object. Similarly, closing
the contour in the left-half plane is allowable if the incident excitation has at least
partially illuminated the object. The decision of in which half-plane to close the contour
for the object being only partially illuminated is embodied in the definition of the class 2
coupling coefficients and was investigated by Pearson [7].
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Figure 2.2 illustrates a plane wave passing an object. The shaded portion of the
object corresponds to locations of r for which the contour of integration is closed in the
left-half plane. The unshaded region corresponds to the contour being closed in the right-
half plane. This matches the physics of an unexcited object with no current induced. In
the left column none of the object has been illuminated and therefore the integration
yields zero. The second and third columns illustrate the cases when integration is over a
fraction and the whole of the object, respectively and its value is expected to be non-zero.
Figure 2.2: A PEC object (a) before, (b) during, and (c) after illumination by an incident plane wave
The time-domain current is expressed in terms of natural modes as
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(2.43)
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where  1 *L corresponds to the inverse Laplace transform. The above is evaluated by
closing the contour at infinity and summing up any residue terms that are present inside
the closed contour at time t.
To evaluate the residue terms that result from (2.43), it is useful to interchange the
order of the spatial integration in the symmetric product term and the integration in s.
Also, since a Mittag-Leffler expansion is uniformly continuous except at its poles [3], the
integration and summation operations may be interchanged without altering the result.
These observations lead to an updated expression for the time-domain current given by
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(2.44)
where  Res * corresponds to the residue evaluated at the singularities of its argument
which are the individual natural frequencies, sp, and any singularities of the excitation,
 s . Since the only singularities associated with the natural modes are simple poles,
evaluation of the residue terms is straightforward and results in the expression for the
current being
           
ˆ
0; ,
p t c
p p p p
p A
st s e u t c dA R       
k rJ r M r C r E k r  (2.45)
where R contains any contributions from singularities in the excitation. The step
function above enforces the region of integration to be that behind the incident wavefront.
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If the coupling coefficient is expanded in terms of tm and the electric field is
approximated as constant over each sub-domain, as was done in the previous section,
then the expression for the current is given by
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(2.46)
It may also be useful to consider the current in terms of a convolution between the
object impulse response and the time-domain expression for the excitation. Therefore, as
an alternative, the current may be written
       
   0; ,p t cp p p
p A
st t e u t c dA      
k rJ r M r C r E k r  (2.47)
where  t is the expression for the time variation of the wave front and  denotes the
convolution operator such that
       f t h t f t g d  


   . (2.48)
The process of obtaining the time-domain expression for the current induced by other
types of excitations is similar to that performed here for an incident plane wave.
The expression for current induced by a delta-gap antenna feed is much simpler
than that for an incident plane wave since the symmetric product in (2.44) does not have
any s variation. If the coupling coefficients are again expanded in terms of tm, the current
is given by
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where V is the voltage across the feed and g denotes the testing function sub-domain
which contains the feed.
The parameter RT is determined by evaluating the residue term of (2.44) at any
poles of  s . If  s has no poles in the finite s-plane (such as a delta function or
Gaussian pulse), then RT is zero. In addition, if   1/s s  , then RT is zero.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
The modified version of JUNCTION mentioned in the previous chapter is used to
obtain numerical approximations to the natural frequencies and the coupling/natural
modes by means of SVD for various simple structures. Once these quantities are
obtained, the frequency and time-domain responses to an incident plane wave are
evaluated using the SEM coupling coefficients as the modal weights. The coupling
coefficients are then compared to the coefficients obtained from a least squares solution
to investigate the rate of convergence of different modal weights. The last section
contains the results of a natural mode expansion of a delta-gap source excitation.
3.1 Natural Frequencies and Modes of Basic Structures
The natural frequencies and modes are determined for the following structures: a
straight wire, a bent wire, a circular wire loop, a rectangular plate, a square plate, a
circular plate, and a square plate with a monopole attached. The wire structures are
subdivided so that the straight wire and bent wire have at least 40 unknowns per
wavelength for all frequencies considered in the determination of the natural modes and
the circular wire loop has at least 20 unknowns per wavelength. The planar structures are
allowed to have coarser discretizations, which are shown in a later table. These
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geometries are not considered adequately discretized for any frequencies where the
average edge length is greater than 1/10th of a wavelength. It should be noted that far-
zone fields are less sensitive to discretization than near-zone quantities. Therefore, for
some situations (such as pattern computations), fewer than 10 edges per wavelength may
be adequate to accurately represent quantities of interest, while for other situations more
than 10 edges per wavelength may be necessary to achieve the desired accuracy.
However, since only current computations are considered in this work, the range of
frequencies considered for planar surface geometries is such that the maximum edge
length is always less than 1/10th of a wavelength.
3.1.1 Wire Structures
The natural frequencies and modes of a thin straight wire have been obtained by
Tesche [17] [18]. The match between the natural frequencies determined by Tesche and
by this author is quite good as is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The present work contains more
natural frequencies than have been previously presented. The thin wire has a radius of 5
mm, is subdivided so that there are 401 unknowns, and extends along the straight line
segment whose endpoints are (0,0,-0.5) and (0,0,0.5) where the x, y, and z, coordinates
are given by (x,y,z) and the units are in meters. The horizontal and vertical axes of Figure
3.1 correspond to the real and imaginary parts of s, respectively. The real part of s is
measured in Napiers (Nap). The method of finding the natural frequencies utilized in this
work requires an initial guess and those read from the tables in Tesches’ paper were used
for this purpose. Figure 3.1 shows more frequencies than given by Tesche. The additional
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frequencies were found by employing linear interpolation on each layer to determine an
appropriate initial guess value.
Figure 3.1: The natural frequencies for a thin straight wire of length 1 m, radius 5 mm and 401 MoM unknowns
One can see in Fig. 3.1 that the natural frequencies for the wire align themselves
in what Tesche calls “layers” [17]. Since the strength of each mode is proportional to
 
1
ps s

 , the layer closest to the jω-axis (first layer) corresponds to the most resonant
modes. When the frequencies appear in layers as above, they are enumerated by starting
with the first layer and assigning 0 to the frequency closest to the origin and increasing
the number as the imaginary part increases. Once all the modes in the first layer that have
been determined have been numbered, the second layer is numbered in a similar fashion.
Figure 3.1 has labels next to the lowest and highest numbered frequencies for each layer.
s0
s19
s20
s36
s37
s44
s9
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The first few modes for the straight wire are shown in Figure 3.2. Each mode is
normalized so that the current is purely real and equal to one at the location at which the
maximum amplitude occurs. That is,
 
 
max 1
max
p
p
M
M




. (3.1)
The first and third modes are symmetric about the middle of the wire, while the second
mode is anti-symmetric. For all modes in the first layer, modes with an even subscript are
symmetric about the center of the wire and modes with an odd subscript are anti-
symmetric. The imaginary components of the modes are rather small in magnitude
compared to the real components. As a consequence, the imaginary parts do not
contribute much to the magnitude of the modal currents. The real components of current
look like sinusoids while the imaginary components have more complex variation.
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Figure 3.2: The (a) real and (b) imaginary components of the first three natural mode currents for the thin straight wire
whose natural frequencies are given in Figure 3.1.
A wire of the same overall length and radius as the straight wire but with a 90°
bend at its center and 401 unknowns is considered now. The bent wire is given by the
combination of two segments. The first is from (0,0,-0.5) to (0,0,0) and the second is
from (0,0,0) to (0,0.5,0) meters. Since the bent wire has the overall same length as the
straight wire already considered, the natural frequencies of the straight wire were used as
the initial guess. The natural frequencies are shown in Figure 3.3. The even modes
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(modes 0, 2, 4, etc.) in the first layer are closer to the jω-axis and hence are more
resonant than the odd modes since their (s – sp)-1 term is larger for purely imaginary s.
Figure 3.3: The natural frequencies on a 1 m long thin wire bent 90° at the center with radius 5mm and 401 unknowns
The natural modes for the bent wire are given in Figure 3.4. The modes are
similar to those for the straight wire in Figure 3.2. A result of the wire being bent is that
the new peak of even modes is at the center whereas the straight wire even modes had
their maximal values away from the center of the wire.
s0
s19
s20
s9
s33
s34
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Figure 3.4: The (a) real and (b) imaginary components of the first three natural mode currents for the thin bent wire
whose natural frequencies are given in Figure 3.3.
Another geometry investigated is a circular thin wire loop with loop radius of 5
cm and wire radius of 1 mm. Unlike the case of the straight wire, no initial guess values
for the natural frequencies were obtained from previously published results. The Palmetto
cluster at Clemson University [19] was used to make a contour plot of 1/κ(s), where κ(s)
is the condition number. Since the computational cost of evaluating κ(s) is high (it
involves computing the singular values of the impedance matrix), the domain of the
contour plot was split into sub-domains, and each sub-domain was submitted as a job to
Palmetto. The plot was then utilized to ascertain initial guess values which were passed to
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the search routine. Figure 3.5 shows such a contour plot for a wire loop along with the
natural frequencies resulting from minimizing 1/κ(s). The natural frequencies occur very
close to the center of the smallest contours. This method is useful for having a thorough
view of the natural frequency locations but is probably not the most efficient since it is
brute-force.
Figure 3.5: The natural frequencies and contour of 1/κ(s) for a circular thin wire loop with loop radius of 5 cm, wire
radius of 1 mm and 200 MoM unknowns
The natural modes for corresponding to the first three natural frequencies for the
circular wire loop are shown in Figure 3.6. The variable ℓ follows the spherical
coordinate φ and r is the loop radius (0.05 meters). Mode M0 appears to be a DC mode as
it is constant along the loop. The natural frequency s0 is very close to s = 0, but is not at
the origin of the complex-s plane. The real parts of modes M1 and M2 have a sinusoidal
s0
s10
s11
s19
s20
s29
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variation along the circumference of the loop. As shown, the peak of mode M1 occurs for
ℓ = 0. However, due to symmetry of the loop, there is no reason that the peak should not
occur at some other value of ℓ. In cases of symmetry such as this, the natural frequency
has degenerate modes.
Figure 3.6: The (a) real and (b) imaginary components of the first three natural modes for the same circular wire loop
as in Figure 3.5, where r = 0.05 m is the loop radius.
3.1.2 Planar Structures
All planar surfaces investigated are located in the xy-plane and centered at the
origin. Further, all plots of modal currents for planar surface geometries have the
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magnitude variation of the currents represented in color and current direction represented
as arrows located at the centroid of each triangle on the structures. To have smoother
color variation, the current magnitude is interpolated over the entire surface using natural
neighbor interpolation [20]. The input data from which the interpolation is calculated are
the values of current at the centroid of each triangle on the surface.
It was mentioned above that the planar structures are not considered to be too
coarsely discretized if their average edge length is greater than 1/10th of a wavelength. A
summary of the gridding parameters for the rectangular, square, and circular plate
geometries is given in Table 3.1. The terms fmax and fave are correspond to the maximum
frequencies for which the maximum and average edge lengths are less than 1/10th of a
wavelength for each structure. The lm/λp,min term denotes the edge length at the maximum
ωp (where sp = αp + jωp). Therefore, the discretization requirement for planar structures is
met for all natural frequencies considered in this section.
Table 3.1: The maximum frequencies and minimum edge length for the rectangular, square, and circular plate
geometries. The “max” and “ave” subscripts correspond to the maximum frequency for which the maximum and
average edge lengths are less than 1/10th of a wavelength. λp,min corresponds to the wavelength at the natural frequency
whose imaginary part is the maximum of those determined.
Geometry fmax×106 fave×106 Min. lm/λp,min Ave. lm/λp,min
Rectangular Plate 599.6 742.2 10.1 12.5
Square Plate 599.6 742.1 10.1 12.5
Circular Plate 1061.7 1519.1 11.0 15.8
The contour plot of 1/κ(s) and first few natural frequencies are shown in Figure
3.7 for two plates. The blue markers correspond to a 1 meter by 1.1 meter rectangular
plate and the red markers correspond to a 1 meter square plate, both of which are
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vanishingly thin. The edges of both plates are parallel to the x and y axes. Since the
rectangular and square plates are close in shape, their natural frequencies and modes are
similar. The natural frequencies are not as clearly aligned in layers as for the previous
cases. Therefore, the enumeration of the natural frequencies is performed differently than
was done for the wire structures. For all planar structures, the modes are numbered
according to increasing imaginary components of the natural frequencies. That is, s0 has
the smallest imaginary component, s1, has the next smallest, and so on.
A natural frequency of the square plate (red, diamond marker) which corresponds
to 2 degenerate modes is circled in Figure 3.7. As the square plate is stretched to the
dimensions of the rectangular plate, the natural frequencies shift to the two green markers
also inside the circle. Sun et al. [21] considered the pole location trajectories as the
rectangular plate was increasingly skewed to a thin strip. In [21], it was noted that as the
dimensions of the plate approached a thin strip, the natural frequencies separated into
layers with those having small imaginary variation becoming more resonant (i.e. less
negative real parts of natural frequencies) while those with more comparable real and
imaginary components shifted further away from the jω-axis. A similar process is
observed for the trajectories of the two circled rectangular plate natural frequencies with
the natural frequency corresponding to the longer edge being shifted towards the jω-axis
while the other natural frequency is shifted away.
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Figure 3.7: The natural frequencies for a 1 m x 1.1 m rectangular plate and a 1.0 x 1.0 meter square plate with 2598
and 2360 unknowns, respectively
The first few current modes corresponding to the rectangular plate natural
frequencies shown in Figure 3.7 are plotted in Figure 3.8. Modes M0 and M1 occur at two
distinct frequencies for the rectangular plate but correspond to the same sp for the square
plate. The currents are plotted such that the total real and imaginary components are
given by
     
2 2
Re Re Rep px pyM M M (3.2)
and
     
2 2
Im Im Imp px pyM M M , (3.3)
respectively, where Mpx and
that the imaginary components of current shown in
smaller that the real components.
Figure 3.8: The real and imaginary components of the first three rectangular plate natural modes. Plots (a), (c), and (e)
show the real components of M0, M1, and
The natural frequencies for each of the
(–26.9 + j156.8)×106.
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Mpy are there x and y components of Mp. It should be noted
Figure 3.8 are an order of magnitude
M2, respectively, while (b), (d), and (f) show their imaginary components.
modes are s0/2π = (–32.5 + j93.5)×106, s1/2π = (–39.4 + j99.7)×106, and s2/2π = 
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The modes shown above have their primary variation along the edges of the
rectangular plate. The modes given in Figure 3.9, however, have variation in the interior
of the plate as well as along the edge. There are also a greater number of peaks and nulls
in the currents. A consequence of this is that the radiation from these modes will have
more opportunities to interfere destructively resulting in a radiation pattern with more
nulls than the modes considered in Figure 3.8. It is also of note that the maximum of the
imaginary component of the current is non-negligible whereas before the natural modes
were largely real-valued. This suggests that regardless of the type of excitation, these
modes store a noticeable amount of energy when excited. All these considerations
suggest that these modes would not be suitable for antenna applications where omni-
directionality is desired.
Figure 3.9: The real and imaginary components of three rectangular plate natural modes. Plots (a), (c), and (e) show
the real components of M13, M17, and
natural frequencies for each mode are
+ j593.0)×106.
The circular plate geometry
vanishingly thing plate considered here is located in the
meters. Kristensson [22] used an analytic formulation to
frequencies of circular disks an
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M20, respectively, while (b), (d), and (f) show their imaginary components.
s13/2π = (–92.6 + j463.2)×106, s17/2π = (–99.6 + j552.7)×106, and
is of interest because of its inherent symmetry.
xy-plane and has a radius of 0.5
investigate
d characterize whether the corresponding modes were
The
s20/2π = (–99.6
The
the natural
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spherically transverse magnetic, transverse electric, or neither. Although the natural
frequencies were previously available, the contour plot of the condition number was used
to determine the initial guesses for the search routine. Most of the natural frequencies
determined in this work were already determined using initial guesses from the contour
plot before Kristensson’s paper was discovered. As a result, the presented method
determined several modes not listed by Kristensson. It should be noted that the plot
below only shows a few of the natural frequencies obtained by Kristensson because his
modes extend much further into the complex plane than was done in this work. As can be
seen in Figure 3.10, Kristensson located a couple of natural frequencies that this work did
not in the same range of complex frequencies considered. The natural frequency which
lies on the α-axis was not entered into the search routine since it is further from the jω-
axis than the other frequencies determined. Also, the search routine encountered
difficulty in minimizing 1/κ(s) for the natural frequency circled in Figure 3.10 and was
not determined as of the writing of this work.
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Figure 3.10: The natural frequencies of a 0.5 meter radius circular plate with 6928 unknowns obtained in this work
(blue circles) and those obtained by Krisstensson [22] (red diamonds)
Three natural mode currents for the circular plate are displayed in Figure 3.11.
The same plotting scheme used for the rectangular plate modes is employed to show the
magnitudes of the real and imaginary components of the current for each mode. All
modes shown in Figure 3.11 have large currents around the edge of the plate and small
currents in the interior. The frequencies corresponding to the 3 modes result in the
circumference of the plate being approximately 3, 4, or 5, wavelengths long as seen in
plots (a) & (b), (c) & (d), and (e) & (f), respectively. Therefore, the sinusoidal type
behavior around the edge can be understood to be in response to the circumference being
the appropriate length to support a standing wave. One peculiarity of the modes is why
they are oriented as shown below. Since the geometry is a circularly symmetric, the nulls
and peaks of the modes should not favor a certain orientation. In the case of the square
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plate and the circular wire loop, any modes that could be defined for a different
orientation were degenerate. One possibility is that the triangular mesh defining the
circular plate geometry is not symmetric and therefore has an inherent bias. Another
possibility is that there are degenerate modes and the search routine did not adequately
determine the natural frequency for a second mode to appear. The real and imaginary
components of M1 have about the same maximum amplitude while for the other modes
the imaginary components are a fair amount smaller than the real components.
Figure 3.11: The real and imaginary components of the first three circular plate natural modes. Plots (a), (c), and (e)
show the real components of M1, M3, and
The natural frequencies for each mode are
78.6 + j522.3)×106.
The modes in Figure
in ρ (where ρ is the distance from the center of the plate).
considered in electromagnetic problems, it
in some fashion. Since Bessel functions have oscillatory behavior, the sinusoid
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M5, respectively, while (b), (d), and (f) show their imaginary components
s1/2π = (–66.7 + j323.2)×106, s3/2π = (–73.2 + j423.1)×10
3.12 are φ-periodic and appear to have oscillatory
Anytime a circular geometry is
is expected that Bessel functions
.
6, and s5/2π = (–
variation
will appear
-like
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variation of the current in ρ could be due to some form of Bessel type variation inherent
in the problem. In view of this, it would seem that something like a J0 variation is
occurring in plot (a) since there is a peak at the origin.
As is the case for some of the rectangular plate modes, the imaginary components
of the current are relatively small compared to the real components. The imaginary
components do, however, have intriguing variations. The imaginary part of M2 and M8
(parts (b) and (f) of Figure 3.12) have a spiral type variation. It seems likely that these
odd variations are grid induced in some way and/or these modes are degenerate with the
irregularities present being compensated by modes with complimentary variation.
Figure 3.12: The real and imaginary components of three
real components of M2, M4, and M8, respectively, whil
frequencies for each mode are s2/2π =
j724.4)×106.
The direction of the surface currents are represented by arrows in
the surface. The size and direction of the
surface current at the triangle
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circular plate natural modes. Plots (a), (c), and (e) show the
e (b), (d), and (f) show their imaginary components.
(–100.1 + j468.7)×106, s4/2π = (–107.1 + j599.8)×106, and s
each triangle on
arrows are determined from the value of the
centroids. However, due to the size of the plots, it i
The natural
8/2π = (–113.0 +
s
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difficult to see the direction in which the arrows point. Therefore, an enlarged plot of the
real part of M4 (plot (c) of Figure 3.12) is shown in Figure 3.13.
There appears to be an inner and outer ring of current in the plot of M4 in Figure
3.13, each with sinusoidal variation in φ. The “rings” of current are delineated by dashed
lines. The outer “ring” is located between the larger dashed line and the edge of the plate,
while the inner “ring” is located between two dashed lines. The direction of the currents
is intriguing in that the outer ring of current is ρ-directed while the inner ring current is φ-
directed. The different directions of current flow on each mode also give insight into the
types of field polarization supported by each mode. For example, φ-directed current looks
like it would radiate circularly polarized fields. As mentioned above, the location of the
peaks and nulls of the current magnitude suggest that this is a degenerate mode since the
circular geometry should not favor any particular orientation.
Figure 3.13: The real component of M
“rings” of current
3.1.3 Planar Structures with a Wire Junction
Geometries involving
natural frequencies of a 1.0 by 1.0 meter square plate
at its center are now considered
and the monopole is of radius
(0,0,0.5) meters. Figure 3.14
plate by itself and for a square plate with a monopole
frequencies corresponding to the monopole are circled.
natural frequencies remain unchanged when attaching a monopole to the square plate.
This suggests that for many modes, the monopole does not couple well to the rest of the
structure. As a consequence,
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4 for the circular plate with dashed lines super-imposed to illustrate apparent
both wires and surfaces are also of interest. Therefore, the
with a 0.5 meter monopole attached
. The square plate is in the xy-plane centered at the origin
1 mm and is defined along the line segment from (0,0,0)
contains the plot of the natural frequencies for the
(SPM) attached at the center.
It is interesting that most of the
it seems that in facilitating antenna design, two structures
,
to
square
The
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may be combined so that only certain modes from each are excited for a given frequency.
An example, though, of the natural frequency being shifted by the addition of the
monopole is contained in the zoomed-in portion of Figure 3.14. The natural frequency to
the right (less negative real part of s) is the same with or without the monopole. However,
as indicated by the arrow, the natural frequency to the left shifted in response to the
addition of the monopole.
Figure 3.14: The contour plot of 1/κ(s) and the natural frequencies for the 1.0 x 1.0 meter square plate as well as the
natural frequencies of the square plate with a 0.5 meter long monopole attached at the center of the plate.
Three natural modes of the SPM for which the current on the monopole is zero
are shown in Figure 3.15. The real components of the first two modes in Figure 3.15
appear to be very similar to the second two modes of the rectangular plate shown in
Figure 3.8. There are some differences in the imaginary components, however. As can
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been seen clearly in part (d), some coupling occurs between the square plate and the
monopole. It is interesting that the variation is circular in nature and raises the question of
what type of variation would result from shifting the monopole away from the center of
the plate. The maximum magnitudes of the imaginary components are small for the first
two modes shown in Figure 3.15. However, for the last mode, the maximum imaginary
part is about 1/5th the size of the real part. This suggests that even when resonant, this
mode contributes a non-negligible energy storage component.
Figure 3.15: The real and imaginary components of three natural modes of the square plate with an attached monopole.
Plots (a), (c), and (e) show the real components of
imaginary components. The natural frequencies for each mode are
j164.4)×106, and s5/2π = (–86.9 + j228.6
Two natural-mode currents that have non
Figure 3.16. These modes correspond to the first
in Figure 3.14. The variation along the monopoles in parts (c) and (e) look like
would be expected for half of 1/2
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M3, M4, and M5, respectively, while (b), (d), and (f) show their
s3/2π = (–37.5 + j101.3)×106,
)×106.
-zero wire current are illustrated in
two natural frequencies that are circled
and 3/2 wavelength dipoles, respectively. For
s4/2π = (–28.0 +
what
M3, the
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imaginary part of the natural frequency corresponds to f = 142.9 MHz at which the 0.5 m
monopole is close to a quarter wavelength. A quarter wavelength monopole over an
infinite ground-plane is equivalent to a half wavelength dipole. Therefore, the square
plate behaves similarly to a ground plane, and the monopole is equivalent to a 1.0 m
dipole, which is approximately half of a wavelength at 142.9 MHz. Similarly, 1.0 meter
is close to 1.5 wavelengths at f = 435.9 MHz which is the imaginary part of the natural
frequency s4. It is curious that seemingly only integer-plus-a-half wavelengths modes are
supported on the monopole. This may be caused by integer wavelengths corresponding to
a null in the current at the junction between the monopole and the plate.
Figure 3.16: The real and imaginary components of two natural mode currents for the square plate with an attached
monopole. Plots (a), (b), and (c) show the real surface, imaginary surface, and real and imaginary wire currents,
respectively, for M0 while (d), (e), and (f) show them for
j142.9)×106 and s1/2π = (–16.2 + j435.9
3.2 Current Induced by
The current induced on
this section. In the frequency domain, the excitation is
while in the time domain the excitation is a step wave
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M1. The natural frequencies for each mode are
)×106.
Plane-wave Excitation
a PEC object by an incident plane wave is investigated in
τδ as given in (2.31
defined as
s0/2π = (–5.5 +
) and (2.32)
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  0
ˆ
;u t u t
c
 
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 
k r
τ r E
 , (3.4)
where u(t) = 1 for t ≥ 0 and u(t) = 0 for t < 0. An example of a plane wave propagating in
free space is illustrated in Figure 3.17. All plane-wave excitations used in this section are
defined in terms of the unit vector , which is fully defined if the spherical quantities θi
and φi (incident elevation and azimuth angles, respectively) are given. Since defines
the direction of propagation of a plane wave, E0 must be orthogonal to . Therefore, for
measured from the origin (as in Figure 3.17), each plane-wave type excitation in this
work has E0 defined by 0 0 0ˆ ˆ
i iE E   E with 0 1 V/mE    and 0 0 V/mE   for all
cases considered. The angles of incidence will be specified by an ordered pair  ,i i  .
Figure 3.17: The coordinate system used for all geometries considered and a plane wave traveling in direction defined
by the unit vector k̂
kˆ
kˆ
kˆ
kˆ
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The frequency domain currents are considered for three geometries in this section
and are investigated in the following order: the 1 meter long straight wire whose natural
frequencies are given in Figure 3.1, the 1 meter long bent wire whose natural frequencies
are given in Figure 3.3, and the 1 meter by 1.1 meter which is considered in Figure 3.7.
The currents in the time domain are determined for the straight wire and bent wire.
3.2.1 Current in the Complex Frequency Domain
The s-domain expression for the current induced by an incident plane wave given
in (2.14) is utilized to obtain the results in this section and is included here for
convenience:
       
1 1; p p
p p p
s s s
s s s

 
     
J r M r . (3.5)
The expression for the current above is compared against the traditional MoM direct
solution (DS) given by     Z I V as defined in section 2.3.
The Straight Wire. The plane wave used to obtain the currents shown in Figure
3.18 is a step wave defined in (3.4) with    , 60 ,0i i     . In Figure 3.18, the natural-
mode expansion (NM) is compared to the direct MoM solution (DS) for varying number
of modes. As can be seen in Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.1, the 10th resonance (the natural
frequency s9) is very close to 1.5 GHz and the modal solution converges much better for
10 modes than for 9 modes. Adding modes 11 through 37 aids convergence, but not
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enough that the error compared to the direct solution becomes negligible. Using more
than 37 of the 45 modes determined in this work in the summation does not result in a
more accurate modal expansion. This may be caused by one or more of a few
possibilities. First, the natural frequencies associated with any additional modes have a
greater imaginary component and may require finer discretization to be accurately
determined. A second possibility is that real components of additional natural frequencies
are more negative and the complex exponentials in the operator L cause the impedance
matrices to be more ill-conditioned, which lessens the accuracy of the calculation of the
corresponding natural modes. It may also be possible that there is an error in the
numerical routines used to calculate the SEM modal weights. This error, if it exists, is
likely small since there is convergence of the current (even if the convergence is slow).
Finally, it is also possible that the SEM coupling coefficients as investigated are not the
optimum modal weights for frequency domain calculations, suggesting the need for
closer consideration of freedom allowed in specifying the coupling coefficients [7] or
perhaps even a different method of determining the modal weights as a function of s.
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Figure 3.18: The (a) real and (b) imaginary components of axial current on the same thin straight wire as in Figure 3.1
due to an incident plane wave with f = 1.5 GHz and    , 60 , 0i i    
The amount each wire mode contributes to the total current is conditioned upon
the type of excitation as can be seen by the definition of η(r;s) given in (2.13). If an
excitation is anti-symmetric about the center of the wire, only the anti-symmetric modes
should contribute to the overall current expansion, and only the symmetric modes should
contribute for a symmetric excitation. To test this, one may define two excitations in
terms of plane waves, E1 and E2. The angle of incidence of the first plane wave i and
the angle of incidence of the second is 180 i (note that since the wire is φ-symmetric,
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i may be set to zero). One may denote the excitation vectors due to the two plane waves
as  180 ,iPW s and  180 ,iPW s . Therefore, the two excitations are given by
   1
1 , 180 ,
2
i iE PW s PW s       (3.6)
and
   2
1 , 180 ,
2
i iE PW s PW s
j
      . (3.7)
The magnitudes of the SEM modal coefficients are plotted in Figure 3.19 for the
two excitations defined above. As mentioned before, the contribution from each mode is
dependent upon the whether or not the excitation is symmetric or anti-symmetric. Not all
structures, however, will have a symmetric/anti-symmetric dichotomy of modes. The
geometry of the wire lends itself to an understanding of even or odd functions about its
center. The even modes are not excited at all by the anti-symmetric excitation, V2,
because they are unable to support anti-symmetric variation. The symmetric excitation,
on the other hand, does couple into the even modes. The opposite is true for the odd
modes. Therefore, given any excitation, the even modes will couple into the symmetric
component of the excitation and the odd modes will couple into the anti-symmetric
component. A method of decomposition using even and odd symmetry is further
discussed by Butler and is related to the properties of integral equation kernel as well as
the geometrical symmetry induced by using uniform sub-domains on the straight wire
[23].
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Figure 3.19: The magnitude of the SEM modal weights on the same straight wire as in Figure 3.1 for symmetric and
anti-symmetric excitations, E1 and E2, for angle of incidence 60
i
   , and frequency f = 1.5 GHz
The Bent Wire. Figure 3.20 illustrates the rate of convergence of the natural-
mode expansion using SEM modal weights for the bent wire previously discussed. The
excitation is a 1.5 GHz step wave with    , 60 ,0i i     . The 10th natural frequency, s9,
has imaginary part corresponding to f = 1.465 GHz, and is associated with the mode that
is the most resonant at f = 1.5 GHz. The 11th natural mode causes the current to converge
appreciably more than only considering the first 10 modes. However, if the current
expansion is extended to use the first 19 modes (all but one of the modes in the first
layer), there is little improvement in the convergence. Utilizing more modes whose
natural frequencies lie in the 2nd and 3rd layers also does not reduce the error any further.
The error between the natural-mode solution and the direct MoM solution is still quite
noticeable as was the case for the straight wire.
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Figure 3.20: The (a) real and (b) imaginary components of axial current on the same bent wire as in Figure 3.3 due to
an incident step wave with f = 1.5 GHz and    , 60 , 0i i    
The Rectangular Plate. The current at x = 0.258 meters, y = 0.275 meters on the
rectangular plate, whose natural frequencies were given Figure 3.7, resulting from an
incident step wave is plotted versus frequency in Figure 3.21. The incident step wave has
   , 60 ,90i i     . The natural-mode solution matches the direct MoM solution fairly
well until about f = 100 MHz, which corresponds to the imaginary component of the first
natural frequency. After this frequency, the error between the two never noticeably
decreases. In fact, the difference appears to grow rapidly for the real component of the x-
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directed current. However, it should be noted that the x-directed current is about an order
of magnitude smaller than the y-directed current. The error in the real component of the
y-directed current appears to be fairly constant after f = 150 MHz. This could possibly be
explained by the presence of a natural mode whose real component of natural frequency
is more negative than those determined in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.21: The real and imaginary components of (a) Jx and (b) Jy , at x = 0.258 meters, y = 0.275 meters , on the 1.0
x 1.1 meter rectangular plate due to an incident plane wave, with    , 60 , 90i i     , as a function of frequency
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3.2.2 Current in the Time Domain
The current in the time domain due to an incident plane wave may be determined
from (2.46), which is restated here:
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where RT is zero for both the impulse plane wave as well as the step wave. For both
geometries, the incident step wave is such that it passes through the origin at t = 6 ns.
To test the accuracy of the natural-mode solution, an inverse Fourier transform
(IFT) is applied to the direct MoM solution from section 3.2.1 for the straight wire and
bent wire geometries. The excitation present in each case is the incident step wave given
by (3.4). Therefore, since the electric field does not vary in time in the limit as t
approaches infinity, neither does the charge by Gauss’s law. Current is, by definition,
time variation of charge. Hence, since there is no DC time variation of charge, there is no
DC current. In addition, the numerical formulation utilized to enforce the EFIE is not
valid at f = 0. In light of these considerations, the DC component of the direct MoM
solution in the evaluation of the IFT is explicitly set to zero. The IFT parameters for the
geometries considered are given in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: The parameters used to calculate the IFT for each of the geometries considered, where λmin is the
wavelength at fmax and N/λmin is the number of unknowns per wavelength
Geometry tmax×10-12 fmax×109 # of Freq. Min. N/λmin Ave. N/λmin
Straight Wire 97.82 5.10 1024 23.6 23.6
Bent wire 97.82 5.10 1024 23.6 23.6
The Straight Wire. The current at the center of the thin straight wire due to an
incident step wave with    , 30 ,0i i     is computed using natural modes and
compared against the inverse Fourier transform (IFT) of the direct MoM solution in
Figure 3.22. As can be seen, the agreement is quite close. It should be noted that the
current of (3.8) is multiplied by a step function which forces it be zero before the incident
step wave excites the center of the wire. If the step function is not multiplied onto the
current, the entire wire is excited as soon as the step wave impinges upon the tip of the
wire as can be seen from the fact that the only step function present in (3.8) is not a
function of r′. The current in the time domain matches the IFT of the direct solution
much better than was the case in the frequency domain. The time-domain expression for
the current only considers the SEM modal weights at the natural frequencies, while in the
frequency domain the modal weights are evaluated away from the natural frequencies.
This suggests that there is some error in the frequency-domain variation of the SEM
weights away from the natural frequencies.
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Figure 3.22: The current at the center of the 1 meter long wire previously considered due to an incident step wave with
and    , 30 , 0i i     .
The corresponding modes for the 45 natural frequencies given in Figure 3.1 were
used in the computation of the current in Figure 3.22. Since there are an infinite number
of natural modes for a given structure, the current expansion needs to be truncated when
performing computations. The question then arises of how many modes are needed for
convergence (as our eventual goal is antenna analysis, we desire greater accuracy to
support possible determination of quantities such as input impedance, etc.). The resulting
NM solution from truncating the expansion at 5, 10, and 45 modes are compared to the
IFT DS in Figure 3.23. After the first main pulse of the current response, 10 modes are
sufficient to capture the variation in current. However, to capture the first main pulse,
more modes are needed in the summation. Modes corresponding to natural frequencies
with more negative real parts are those that contribute to early time. This is to be
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expected since SEM has traditionally had difficulties in accurately capturing early-time
responses because of the uncertainty involved in the entire function [7].
Figure 3.23: A zoomed-in view of the convergence of the current expansion as a function of number of modes for the
same thin wire and excitation as in Figure 3.22
The Bent Wire. The time-domain current response at the center of the bent wire
investigated in sections 3.1.1 and 3.2.1 for the same excitation as for the thin wire above
is given in Figure 3.24. Also, the step function which ensures the current is zero before
the step wave reaches the observation point is utilized here as was done for the straight
wire. There are 38 modes used in the natural-mode solution. As before, the match
between the IFT DS and the natural-mode solution is quite close. The current for the bent
wire decays more quickly to a sinusoidal variation than does that for the straight wire. It
seems likely that this is due to s0 being significantly closer to the jω-axis than any other
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natural frequency which implies that contribution due to the 1st natural mode will decay
the slowest since its real part is small in magnitude.
Figure 3.24: The current at the center of the 1 meter long bent wire considered in Figure 3.3 due to an incident step
wave with    , 30 , 0i i     .
The convergence of the current for the bent wire is more closely considered in
Figure 3.25. As was the case for the straight wire, if the summation is truncated after 5
modes, the convergence has noticeable error until the end of the third pulse. The NM
solution using 10 modes appears convergent mid-way through the second pulse. If it is
desired to have good convergence during the first pulse, it is necessary to have more than
10 modes in the expansion. However, even 5 modes are adequate to gain insight into the
general shape of time variation.
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Figure 3.25: A zoomed in view of the convergence of the current expansion as a function of number of modes for the
same bent wire and excitation as in Figure 3.24
3.3 SEM and Least-Squares Approaches to Modal Weights
In the previous chapter, it was mentioned that an alternative set of modal weights
derived from a least-squares (LS) optimization would be investigated and compared to
the SEM coupling coefficients or modal weights. The goal of LS is to minimize
2|| ||Ax b for a given A and b, where 2 denotes the L2 norm [13]. Thus, a LS solution
for the current is one that chooses the modal weights, ap(s), such that
 
   
2
;p p
p p
a s
error s
s s
 

 J r J r (3.9)
is minimized.
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A major drawback of the LS approach is that the direct MoM solution needs to be
known to determine the modal weights. As a consequence, it is of interest to know
whether the modal weights have smooth frequency variation and would lend themselves
well to interpolation. The smoothness of the ap(s) is therefore investigated in this section.
The Straight Wire. A comparison of the LS solution and the direct MoM solution
for the wire investigated in section 3.2.1 is given in Figure 3.26. The excitation is an
incident plane wave at a frequency of 1.5 GHz with    , 60 ,0i i     . The solution
resulting from using the SEM modal weights given in Figure 3.18 does not converge
“completely” when utilizing 10 or 11 modes while the LS solution converges even when
using less than 10 modes.
The amount each mode contributes to the overall numerical solution is a function
of both how well it is coupled into by the excitation as well as the magnitude of the
factor. For a given excitation at s = jω, if the pth natural mode has the
term with the dominant magnitude, it is to be expected that it would generally contain the
dominant portion of the current variation unless the excitation does not couple well into
the pth natural mode. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that without the pth natural
mode, the solution would have difficulties converging. However, as can be seen in Figure
3.26, the LS solution is well converged using only the first 8 modes even though the 10th
natural mode has the most dominant . This suggests that, in general, the natural
 
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ps s

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
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modes may form a linearly dependent set. That is, for a given number of natural modes,
additional modes may not necessarily span a wider range of possible current variations.
Figure 3.26: Convergence of the LS solution (NMLS) compared to the direct MoM solution (DS) for the (a) real and
(b) imaginary components of current along a straight wire due to an incident plane wave with    , 60 , 0 .i i    
The frequency variation of the 10th SEM and LS modal weights for the straight
thin wire are plotted in Figure 3.27. The excitation is the same incident plane wave as
was used above. It should be noted that in part (a) of Figure 3.27 the 10th LS modal
weight variation has a slight bump around 2.05 GHz. This bump occurs at the same
frequency location as the imaginary component of s13 as can be seen in Table 3.3 and is
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not present when s13 is included in the summation as in part (b). Therefore, the
perturbation can be thought of as the modal coefficient a9 compensating for the 14th
natural mode missing from the LS summation of (3.9). That is, some of the variation of
M13 is captured by M9 and hence it may not necessarily be needed in the current
expansion to accurately represent the current at f = 2.05 GHz even though it is the most
resonant mode at that frequency.
Figure 3.27: Comparison of the 10th LS and SEM modal weights as a function of frequency for the thin wire due to an
incident plane wave with    , 60 , 0i i     for modes 0 through (a) 9 and (b) 19 utilized in the LS approximation
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Table 3.3: The first 14 natural frequencies for the thin straight wire of Figure 3.1 in tabular form.
p Re{sp/2π}×106 Im{sp/2π}×106
0 -12.241 136.730
1 -18.061 282.313
2 -22.252 429.061
3 -25.667 576.360
4 -28.619 724.006
5 -31.258 871.901
6 -33.671 1019.990
7 -35.910 1168.240
8 -38.013 1316.628
9 -40.005 1465.140
10 -41.906 1613.763
11 -43.730 1762.490
12 -45.489 1911.317
13 -47.191 2060.238
It appears that the s-variation in the expression    9 9/a s s s in Figure 3.27 is
dominated by the  
1
ps s

 term. Thus, the 10th LS and SEM modal weights are again
plotted in Figure 3.28 for the same wire and excitation but without dividing by the
 
1
ps s

 factor. As can be seen, the variation of the LS modal weight in part (a) is
smooth until around the frequency f = ω11/2π ≈ 1.76 GHz (recall s = α + jω). It is
interesting that there is no perturbation of a9(jω) around ω = ω10 ≈ 2π×1.61 GHz.
Apparently, M9 cannot be used to approximate the variation of M10. This is explained by
recalling that for the wire, the natural modes are even or odd functions about the center of
the wire. As a result, M9 and M10 are orthogonal with respect to the L2 norm and M9
cannot contribute to the sum in (3.9) for ω = ω10, since the current at this frequency is
dominated by M10. Therefore, a9(jω) should be able to be interpolated well for |ω|  ≤ ω9.
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This has the intuitive result that for the straight wire at a given frequency s = jω, all
modes in the first layer whose imaginary components are less than or equal to ω need to
be included in the summation to guarantee interpolability. The summation can still
capture the variation of the current even if some Mp whose ωp is less than ω is not
included in the summation, but it is likely that one or more of the modal weights will
have perturbations at ωp and therefore not be easily interpolated.
Figure 3.28: Comparison of the 10th LS and SEM modal weights for (a) 10 modes and (b) 20 modes in the current
expansion for the same wire and excitation as in Figure 3.27 except the  ps s term has been factored out.
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The Bent Wire. The LS approach is next applied to the bent wire structure
considered in section 3.2.1 and the resulting LS solution is plotted, against the direct
MoM solution, in Figure 3.29 for various numbers of modes. The excitation is an incident
plane wave at f = 1.5 GHz with    , 60 ,0i i     . The LS solution using 6 modes
captures the basic variation but has noticeable error compared to the direct MoM
solution. When using 9 modes, however, the convergence is better and only a small
amount of error is noticeable. The addition of the 10th natural mode to the LS solution
converges quite well and no error is discernable from the plots in Figure 3.29.
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Figure 3.29: Convergence of (a) real and (b) imaginary components of current along a bent wire due to an incident
plane wave at f = 1.5 GHz with    , 60 , 0i i     using LS solution (NMLS) compared to the direct MoM solution
(DS)
The modal weights for the bent wire and same excitation as in Figure 3.27 are
plotted in Figure 3.30. As was the case in Figure 3.27 and Figure 3.28, part (a)
corresponds to the first 10 modes being included in the summation and part (b)
corresponds to the first 20 modes being included in the summation. The bump that was
present for the straight wire is hardly discernable. There are at least two possibilities to
explain why this is the case. First, it could be that since odd modes are less resonant and
ω13 ≈ 2π×2.05 GHz corresponds to an odd mode, then there is less contribution from M13
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at around f = 2.05 GHz than was the case in the straight wire. This contribution does not
appear as a bump as was observed for the straight wire in Figure 3.28, but it does alter the
shape of the LS solution using 10 modes in the summation. Therefore, there is less
variation from M13 present in the expansion for M9 to capture and hence the perturbation
is much less in part (a) of Figure 3.30 than was the case in part (a) of Figure 3.28. A
second possibility is that M13 is closer to being orthogonal to M9 for the bent wire than
was the case for the straight wire. If this is the case, then the ability of M9 to capture the
variation of M13 is lessened and the frequency variation of a9 would be less effected by
the presence or absence of M13 in the current summation as is noticed in Figure 3.30.
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Figure 3.30: Comparison of the 10th LS and SEM modal weights for the same bent wire and excitation as in Figure
3.29 for (a) 10 modes and (b) 20 modes in the summation of (3.9)
This investigation is encouraging in that it illustrates that for a plane-wave
excitation, the natural modes can adequately represent the induced currents. In the future,
alternative means of determining the modal weights should be pursued so that the current
in the frequency domain can be represented by a natural-mode expansion without the
requirement of knowing the solution at specific frequencies. Another possibility is to
consider the difference between the direct MoM solution and the natural-mode solution
using SEM weights to get an idea of the entire function required by the Mittag-Leffler
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expansion [3]. The entire function would then better enable convergence in the frequency
domain but also aid early-time computations.
3.4 Current Due to Delta-Gap Feed
A common excitation for radiation problems is the delta-gap feed. Figure 3.31
shows the current due to a 1 Volt delta-gap source at the center of the straight wire whose
natural frequencies are given in Figure 3.1. As can be seen, the real part of the current
converges fairly well when using the first 5 natural modes. The imaginary component of
the current, however, does not converge well near the feed even when using 45 modes.
Thus, none of the natural modes utilized are able to fully capture the variation caused by
the delta-gap source. Adding successive modes allows the NM solution to more closely
approximate the current around the feed, but this would require that the wire is
discretized sufficiently finely so that accuracy of the natural modes can be trusted.
Therefore, the natural modes using the SEM modal weights seem unfit to accurately
determine quantities such as input impedance. It is expected that if the LS modal weights
were employed here instead of the SEM modal weights, the resulting NM solution would
not capture the highly-peaked behavior either since the natural modes do not vary quickly
enough in the region of the feed.
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Figure 3.31: The comparison of real and imaginary components of current on a wire due to a 1 Volt delta gap for the
direct MoM solution (DS) and various NM solutions
The difference between the direct MoM solution (DS) and the natural-mode (NM)
solution for the 1 Volt delta gap is shown in Figure 3.32. The cause of this type of
variation is discussed by Cabedo-Fabrés [24]. She concludes that the singularity behavior
of the imaginary component of current at location of the feed corresponds to a traveling
wave and that it is best accounted for by adding a source mode with exponential variation
centered at the delta gap. Application of this source mode concept to the NM solution
procedure requires knowledge of how strongly it should be weighted. Cabedo-Fabrés
uses the source mode in an expansion that does a LS fit similar to that done in the
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previous section to determine the necessary weight of the source mode. This has the same
drawback of requiring knowledge of the direct MoM solution as previously discussed.
Figure 3.32: The difference between direct MoM solution (DS) and natural-mode (NM) solution on the wire for a 1
Volt delta-gap excitation
The source mode introduced by Cabedo-Fabrés is simplified to a simple
exponential function centered at the feed based upon the assumption of the structure
being a straight wire. This assumption may not work for more complicated wire
structures or for structures involving arbitrary surfaces. The difference between the direct
MoM solution and natural-mode solution are given for the bent wire investigated in this
work with a 1 Volt delta gap at the center of the wire (i.e. at the bend) in Figure 3.33. The
imaginary component of current on the bent wire exhibits similar highly-peaked behavior
near the feed as was the case for the straight wire. To consider structures involving
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surface and wire junctions, it may be advantageous to include a fuller development of an
antenna feed using a frill source to determine the source mode coefficient as a function of
frequency as well a means of determining the source variation for more complex
structures.
Figure 3.33: The difference between direct MoM solution (DS) and natural-mode (NM) solution on the bent wire for a
1 Volt delta-gap excitation at the center
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS
The ability to represent currents induced on arbitrary surfaces, wires, and
connections of surfaces and wires by a weighted summation of natural modes was
investigated in this thesis. A theoretical understanding of natural modes was developed
and utilized to obtain numerical results which determined the natural modes for various
geometries and tested their capability to represent currents induced by two common types
of excitation.
Chapter two presented the formulation of the EFIE and determined its natural
modes. The natural modes correspond to natural frequencies which are values of complex
frequency at which the inverse of the EFIE does not exist. A discussion was given of a
link between the eigenmode expansion method and the natural modes demonstrating that
the zeroes of the eigenvalues occur at the natural frequencies and the corresponding
eigenvectors are the natural modes. To facilitate numerical evaluation, an existing MoM
code, JUNCTION [11], was modified to operate at complex frequencies. A method of
determining the natural frequencies and corresponding natural modes was then developed
using the modified code. Next, the coupling coefficients which describe the effects of the
excitation on each mode were determined. Making use of the above, expressions for
current in the frequency and time domains were given for the two types of excitations.
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Numerical results were presented in chapter 3. The method of determining the
natural frequencies and modes presented in the second chapter was applied for several
geometries. These geometries were either simple wire structures, planar surfaces, or one
case of a wire attached to the center of a square plate. Once the natural frequencies and
modes were determined, the expressions for the current developed in chapter two were
utilized to plot the currents on two wire geometries in both the time and frequency
domains as well as a rectangular plate in the frequency domain. For the wire structures in
the time-domain, it was observed that the match between the natural-mode solution and
the direct MoM solution was quite good for all but the earliest times. In the frequency-
domain, however, there was a noticeable error between the natural-mode solution with
SEM modal weights and the direct MoM solution for all structures, suggesting that the
SEM-derived coupling coefficients may not be optimum for frequency-domain current
calculations. Next, a set of modal weights obtained from a least-squares optimization was
considered as a function of frequency and compared against the SEM weights for a plane-
wave excitation. The current convergence for the two wire structures considered was very
good. Finally, the natural-mode and direct MoM solutions due to a delta-gap source were
compared. It was discovered that the natural modes determined in this work have
difficulty capturing the current variation close to the feed and thus are poorly suited for
calculations such as input impedance. An investigation using hybrid of time and
frequency methods did not encounter this downfall, however [25][26].
Future work is intended to address the areas where a natural-mode expansion does
not adequately capture the behavior of the current. One such area would involve
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investigating the entire function required in the Mittag-Leffler expansion by considering
the difference between a direct MoM solution and natural-mode solution using the SEM
coupling coefficients. Another path forward is to use a time-domain numerical method in
addition the frequency domain tool utilized in this thesis to better determine early-time
behavior and hence provide information about the high-frequency behavior of the
currents such as was done in [25][26]. Further work is also intended to investigate
methods to better represent the current due to delta-gap or frill-type excitation.
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